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Who ever names a bear Consuela... you guessed it. Lilian. I had only stumbled
out of my resting spot momentarily when I heard a lot of commotion and barking
of dogs. Big dogs I assumed. Lilian swooshed them away, at that time she had not
seen me. When she did she let out a frightening welp and I let her know I was not
there to harm her. Somehow she understood me and with that our friendship
began. She is a strange Human and insists Bear is one of her power animals in her
totem. I am glad this way I can move about freely.
I am not resting so well these days, being pregnant is not my cup of tea, 180-270
days before giving birth and in true bear fashion Dad left as soon as he thought he
had mastered his task of impregneting me and I fetch for myself. I notices how
many human children are also without their fathers, except they do not fare that
well.
Guess I should explain how I moved into Lilian's yard accidently. My intent was to
head for the near-by Mima Mounds except I get tired or let truth be told...lazy.
Normally Brown Bears dig dens for winter hibernation, often holding up in a

suitable hillside. Females, or she-bears, den while pregnant and give birth
during this winter rest, usually to a pair of cubs. Well after I made it as far as
the wooded neighborhood at Lilian's I decited to take a nap and there I
stayed till she spotted me, friended me and said I could hang out, providing I
do not scare the neighbors. In my slumber,well half slumber, I listened to
some of the conversations Lilian has on the phone and guess I can be a taddle
tell and repead it. She said nothing about me not telling, maybe she is
unaware of my snooping... don't fret she will. She will.
The book Mr McKrekor was finished in time for people to send it as gifts for
the holiday. The Introduction was late but somehow it found it's way into the
book by way of the Editor. Some had not seen it so I will share it with you.

Psygeria.com
The weather here in beautiful Southern Florida is a distraction as is my search for
housing, a job and attending to my elderly parents. My deepest and sincere apologies
for sending this off so late.
My thoughts on Lilian’s recent production cannot be separated from, nor can it occur
without my recalling my first encounter(s) with Lilian. She arrived at my office on 4th
Avenue in Olympia as I imagined her, although in truth I had no idea who she was nor
did I know that she even existed. I knew her essence and spirit through her daughter,
Michelle. Michelle like her mother is a kind, wise, fierce and gentle woman for whom

family, children and legacy are sacred. I was a newly minted lawyer working to
establish myself in practice and Michelle chose me (an honor) to protect and defend
what was most valuable to her. The universe conspired to give Michelle the outcome she
and her family needed. I’m not sure if Lilian’s visit was before, during or after my work
and partnership with Michelle.
In retrospect, I see that I was called to this family and to Michelle and Lilian. Called by
whom? I would venture to say by Lilian, whose matter of fact appearance at my office
left me bewildered. I felt off balance during our meeting. I remember she came with a
German gentleman, whose name I can no longer recall. She introduced me to him, as
though she and I had had a long and familiar relationship—but we had not. I had just
met Lilian, I thought. Lilian was and is the manifestation of my own family
consciousness a living embodiment of the Santeras, Orishas and Espiritistas who were
and are my aunts, cousins, mother and a few brothers. She was family in a way that I
could not then comprehend but I accepted. So, when Lilian the mother of all, the sister
of all, the one who sees and know came to me, I welcomed her. Wary though I was, I let
my guard down and I listened. Lilian’s world, her stories, her history were a fusion of
myth, legend and transformative truth.
I do not pretend to know who Lilian is, but I can tell you that for me the not knowing is
one the beautiful parts of her essence. How can you know everything? How can you
know yourself unless you are fully enlightened? How do you fully know another? How
can you love that which you cannot fully comprehend, hold or embrace? I don’t know
the answers to these questions, but I do know and understand instinct. Instinct is that
self- trust, a gut level trust in our response and reaction to the universe and its
inhabitants. In its purest form, instinct cares not about race, class, gender, politics or
religion. It is not based on bias or pre-judgment. It is the knowledge that for good or ill
what we sense and like, love, fear or loathe is grounded in ancient and primordial truth.
So, trust, instinct and respect are what brought Lilian into my life.
After years of traveling in the same orbit and at times in parallel universes, I reach back
and forward to Lilian. This is as it should be, because Lilian traverses both of these
realms, looking, learning, interpreting and trusting—her instincts.
Reading Lilian’s newsletters, watching her shows and following her predictions are a
constant re-introduction to a singular person and a singular world view. Ancient
magic, cosmic knowledge, earthly grounding is present in all she touches. I am honored
to have had this opportunity to write this introduction. To all who are new to this
phenomenon, welcome and to those who have traveled with Lilian, buckle up.

Lina Beckford,. Riviera Beach, FL December 12,
Predictions show for 2018 had 29,409 views and 218 comments as of the last
day of December 2017. Here are a few:
Ron Haskell--ELE of AIR 3 weeks ago

In the News there was an Article Written that Trump cut portions of Bear Ear Preserve,
and another Landmark, "The Great Staircase", releasing that Land for
Development! ....Very interesting that your Bear earring keeps falling off, it has been
cut-off! :)

Ron Haskell--ELE of AIR 3 weeks ago
Say that out loud, "Fire-Walker", then listen to what it says, "Hiawatha"! Don't you see?
The Man-Child has been Realized through Real-eyes! Through Two with Nessa's of
GOD! ...Sweet! "Hiawatha", "Fire-Walka", "Hiawatha"...can manipulate to guide Him to
Lead the People! It is the Ritual of Anointing Him!
willow bell 1 month ago
Why do you say that about President Trump? what's going to happen to him? He's got to
do a lot of cleaning up after Mr Obama, or Mr genocide man as I call him but you've had
Republican presidents before, why all the fuss about him? To me its mass hysteria. I
don't remember hearing it about the late President Reagan, who offered you all an easy
buck and you all went for it as people went for the late Mrs Thatcher here. Neither I
don't remember hearing people complain about any of those democrats, e.g. the late
President John Kennedy, who have messed America up since the mid 1960s. You guys
seemed to love his disgusting brother Edward Kennedy who killed his mistress.
President Carter was the only vaguely good one and of course you doidn't like him. As a
whole you don't have any concept of right and wrong, just like your motherland Britain
(where I'm from)
Ashley Kornelius replied: "My husband and all his friends ARE military
and think he’s a disaster waiting to happen. They DO NOT support him."
President Trump decited to make Jerusalem the Capitol of Israel and with that
ignited much violence in that region and others. He managed to anger everyone to
the point an Emergency Meeting of the United Nations had to be called and it was
voted AGAINST him. How can ONE MAN upset the whole world in such a small
amount of time.... He would not be able to do this in the Animal Kingdom, there are
rules to play by.
Major Demonstrations to call for his Impeachment are scheduled for January 20th
and a Women march for the next day. Much like in Bear Society Human Females
just about have to take compleate control of affairs or the species will not survive.

A train derailed about 20 Miles from Lilian's house, the Video is on the end of the
show. 3 people were killed, it was down-grated from 6 and many were hurt,
Turned out the virgin ride of some new tracks and the train speeded at 80-MPH
instead of 30-MPH.

Children are kicked off Health Care, Energy Assistance and food for old and

disabled were canceled, People in charge of the Aids Project in the Government
were let go, Puerto Rico will be without power until at least May and it's citizens
are treated like a foreigner.
A Local Hospital wrote Lilian a personal letter asking for donations to treat the
sick.

Both Lilian and a friend of hers in Florida are experiencing major Landlord
problems, she promised to tell you about it next month.
The atmosphere in the country is such that people can discriminate and take
liberties unheard of just 12 month ago and so many people are in distress...
Christians celebrated Christmas, stores were hellish to maneuver guess that is a
way to have fun.
The 7 days of Kwanzaa was a time of reflection, self-determination and caring for
one another.
CNN was running the series The 90's over the weekend, it's amazing just how fast
we forget how we got to this point and how everything is a repeat, like changing
your clothes assuming you will be someone else by doing that. The young can learn
something and it will be helpful for them to understand what the meaning of events
are we have been forced to make reference to after all this time.
Changing of the year is always tricky when looking at all the small new laws which
will go into force as soon as the Ball is lowered. With the privatizing of so many
prisons a steady workforce is in demand and it was brought to our attention that
Attorney General Sessions now wants to incarcerate people in dept and bringing
back Debtor's Servitude.

Our long time friend Alaia Leighland walked on suddenly. She had just started her
new life in Thailand and she will be missed by so many of us.
I am sleepy, I am big and pregnant and so ready to have my cups, question is where do
we live? Who has heard of a homeless Lady Bear. It is said bears will eat anything,
but I don't know about that. Changing of the calendar will take all, animal and
humans, to new territory and an unsure future. Guess I will get to hibernating for a
bit, my time is coming soon, and I will have to chace little bear claws. Lilian made
reference to a pastry by that name and I was so relieved when she arrived with ”Pig
Ears” she calls them....PALMIERS
Love and Light
Consuela
Video Train Wreck 2017
http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article190312794.html
Video by Broadcastify

Video Predictions 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DpJn88nUMs

